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---------------RETREATS--------------Ongoingly we want to encourage you to consider a bit more seriously retreats
with us during the Advent and Christmas season and during the Lenten and Easter season, since those times are especially rich in liturgical spiritual content and
most worthy of retreat periods. Though we have a great deal of reading material
in our library and homilies every morning, we want our facilities to be used primarily for private reflection, meditation and deeper prayer. It is significant that
we have shrines to Jesus and to Our Blessed Mother all over these 98 acres, and
they certainly can be helpful in making a retreat.
BEGGING: Since we have had no Newsletters
since the Winter of 2018, this means that we
haven’t done much begging – but it does not
mean that we don’t need it! In fact, all sorts of
needs have arisen in all five of our Solitudes,
and if at all possible, we need your help. A typical example (but only one example) of this is
that one of our septic tanks caved in and back- SAINT JOSEPH

-fired into one of the hermitages we had recently renovated. Now we have been able to clean up the hermitage without too much difficulty but we had to put
in a new septic tank and parts, and that amounted to
$8500.00. Such things are inevitable, but obviously
are not able to be taken care of without financial
help. So please keep us in mind.

OUR DEAR FRIENDS, A VERY BLESSED EASTER SEASON TO YOU!

